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Abstract— This paper describes the impact of demand 

response and intermittent renewable resources integration on 

electricity generation and inter-change scheduling. A surplus 

maximizing method is proposed and tested on a hypothetical 

system of two consolidated areas that loosely represent the 

North America’s Western Interconnection (separated by the 

Canada-United States border). An hourly electricity market is 

assigned to each area, and the power exchange that achieves 

the maximum surplus is obtained for the planning year of 

2024. The solution is then modified to account for the existing 

path transfer capacity, 3150 MW North-South and 3000 MW 

South-North. The path economic utilization factor, the ratio of 

the surplus increase to the maximum surplus increase, is 31%. 

The economic power transfer distribution factor, the metric 

used to quantify the sensitivity of the power flow with respect 

to the price difference, is 67 MW/($/MWh). In addition, the 

optimal schedule is sought for cases when path transfer 

capacity is expanded by 1000 MW and 2000 MW. The same 

study is performed for year 2030, assuming the additional 

wind electricity meets the demand growth. Results show the 

economic utilization factor increases to 32%, and the 

economic power transfer distribution factor increases to 84 

MW/($/MWh). 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

Growing participation of renewable resources in the overall 
generation fleet has increased pressure on generators 
responsible for ensuring reliability to provide resources that 
mitigate renewable intermittency, without increasing overall 
GHG emissions. Demand response is widely regarded as a 
potentially significant class of zero-carbon reliability resources 
that can displace carbon-intensive reliability resources, such as 
natural gas combustion turbines and/or energy constrained 
reliability resources such as hydro-electric generators. The US 
Department of Energy has adopted a definition of demand 
response that is now widely recognized for its inclusiveness 

[1]: load variations in response to change in both financial 
incentives and/or reliability signals over time. The interaction 
between demand response and renewable resources in 
electricity markets is a well-studied topic [2-7]. 

Given an inelastic demand, the market finds the generation 
and inter-change schedules that minimizes the operational 
costs; however, in the presence of demand response, the market 
finds the schedule that maximizes the total surplus [8]. Total 
surplus is defined as consumer monetary value minus producer 
cost [9]. We present a methodology to investigate the impact of 
demand response implementation on generation and inter-
change scheduling. The proposed method is tested on a 
hypothetical system consisting of two areas that loosely 
represent the North America’s Western Interconnection, known 
as the Western Electricity Coordinating Council (WECC), 
including 14 Western States, two Canadian Provinces and Baja 
California in Mexico. Area 1 is the consolidation of British 
Columbia and Alberta power grids, and Area 2 is the rest of the 
system. 

In interconnected systems, transmission tie-lines enable 
balancing authorities to exchange electricity and share 
operating reserves. In the WECC system, balancing authorities 
exchange electricity to reduce their operational costs, although 
the interconnection is not operated according to a true optimal 
schedule, because of local regulations. As the penetration of 
variable generation resources increases, balancing authorities 
can collaborate more effectively to benefit from the 
geographical diversity of renewable resources in the 
interconnection, which requires an enhanced transmission 
system. Previous work [10] has shown potential savings in 
production cost due to consolidation of balancing authorities, 
with 8% wind and 3% solar energy penetration, ranges from 
2.4% to 3.2% of the total yearly production cost, considering 
transmission congestion; the full copper-sheet consolidation of 
WECC shows an additional 1.4% improvement. A recent study 
[11] showed that the deployment of wind and solar power can 
reduce CO2 emissions in the US by up to 80% relative to 1990 
levels, without an increase in electricity price, by moving away 
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from a regionally divided electricity sector to a national system 
enabled by high-voltage direct-current transmission lines. 

The inter-area exchange schedule is usually updated on an 
hourly basis; however, intra-hour scheduling should perhaps be 
used, since it has substantial cost benefits, particularly for cases 
with high penetrations of variable generation. A 10-minute 
exchange schedule has been shown to reduce the WECC 
production cost by 4% and 6% for intermittent renewable 
penetrations of 11% and 33%, respectively [12]. 

This paper examines the impact of demand response 
integration and transmission expansion on generation and inter-
change schedules in the presence of variable generation 
resources, for WECC year 2024 and 2030 case studies. In 
Section II, a detailed description on the proposed scheduling 
method is provided. In Section III, optimal flow is determined 
for given assumptions, and the surplus increase is studied. 

II. METHODOLOGY 

A. Market Basics  

The demand curve consists of a flat segment, including 
price-unresponsive loads, and a sloping segment including 
responsive loads. An approximation for the demand function is 
[13]:  

 𝑄𝐿(𝑃) =
𝑄𝑅

1+𝑒
2𝜂(1 − 

𝑃
�̅�

)
+ 𝑄𝑈,   (1) 

where 𝑄𝑅  is the maximum responsive demand, 𝑄𝑈  is the 
unresponsive load, 𝜂  is the short-term price elasticity of 
demand, 𝑃 is the dispatch price, and �̅� is the average price. At 
equilibrium the responsive portion of demand has a symmetric 
shape, with an inflection point at (𝑄𝑈 + 0.5 𝑄𝑅  , �̅�) . The 
supply curve consists of a flat segment including must-run 
(usually zero-marginal cost) units and another sloping segment 
including non-zero bid units, which together form the “hockey 
stick” shape supply curve. An approximation for the supply 
function is [13]: 

 𝑃(𝑄𝐺 , 𝑄𝑁) = 𝑐1 (1 −
𝑄𝐺 − 𝑄𝑁

𝑄𝑚𝑎𝑥
)

−𝑐2
+ 𝑐3, (2) 

where 𝑐1, 𝑐2 and 𝑐3 are supply curve constants determined by 
the generation mixture, 𝑄𝑚𝑎𝑥  is the control area’s maximum 
possible load with reserve requirements, and 𝑄𝑁  is non-
dispatchable (must-run) generation. Fig. 1 shows the clearing 
condition. The intersection of these curves (equilibrium point) 
is the stand-alone clearing condition (𝑄𝑆 , 𝑃𝑆). The blue and red 
hatched areas are the consumer and producer surpluses 
respectively.  

Fig. 2 illustrates the impact of electricity export on the 
surplus. As the exports increase, the local consumption (𝑄𝐿) 
and consumer surplus decrease, while local production (𝑄𝐺 ) 
and producer surplus increase, as a result of the new higher 
clearing price (𝑃𝐶). The total surplus increase is the solid red 
area. Similarly, for the importing jurisdiction, the production 
and producer surpluses decrease, while the local consumption, 
consumer and total surpluses increase. The producer surplus is 
obtained as: 

𝑃𝐶−𝑐3

𝑐2−1
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The consumer surplus for the elastic demands is: 

(𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑃𝐶)(𝑄𝑈 + 𝑄𝑅) −
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and for the inelastic demands is: 

(𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑃𝐶)𝑄𝐿 .     (5) 

 

 

Figure 1.  Market clearing process. 

 

Figure 2.  The impact of electricity export on surplus. 

B. Problem Description 

The purpose of interconnection scheduler is to establish 
inter-area flows such that the system (global) surplus increases, 
while considering system constraints. In every area the surplus 
includes the stand-alone surplus, which is invariant with 
respect to inter-area flows, and the additional inter-change 
surplus, which is variable. The scheduler maximizes the 
summation of additional surplus over the entire interconnected 
system’s areas: 

max
𝑓

∑ 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑝𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑚
𝑀
𝑚=1 ,  (6) 

where 𝑓 are the tie-line flows. The maximum surplus condition 
is achieved when the clearing price is uniform in the entire 
interconnection. However, there may be no flow solution that 
satisfies the ideal exports/imports within tie-line flow 
constraints. In this case, we seek the tie-line flow that increases 
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the surplus as much as possible given the constraints. The ratio 
of the additional surplus to the maximum additional surplus is a 
metric that defines the transmission system performance, which 
we refer to as the economic utilization factor (EUF). 
Accordingly, the path EUF is zero for stand-alone (no 
exchange) condition, and is 100% for the “copper-sheet” 
(unconstrained flow) condition.  

Determination of the optimal flow is straightforward for a 
two-area system, because only one path exists. In hours that the 
optimal flow is beyond the path limit, the constraint is active, 
thus the actual flow should be truncated to the path transfer 
capacity, and the quantities and prices should be updated 
accordingly. Another performance metric, the economic power 
transfer distribution factor (EPTDF), is defined to quantify the 
sensitivity of flow with respect to price difference: 

𝐸𝑃𝑇𝐷𝐹 =
1

8760
∑ (

𝑓1→2

𝑃𝑠2−𝑃𝑠1
)

𝑡

8760
𝑡=1 ,  (7) 

where 𝑃𝑠1and  𝑃𝑠2  are stand-alone prices at hour 𝑡 in Area 1 
and Area 2, respectively.  

The proposed method is summarized in the following steps. 
First, the stand-alone (the minimum global surplus), copper-
sheet (the maximum global surplus) and constrained-flow 
solutions are obtained, assuming the load is completely 
inelastic, for given hourly demand and must-run generation 
profiles. Notice that the non-flat segment of the supply curve is 
assumed fixed for the whole study year. The opportunity price, 
defined as the next hour price for any hour, is found. Second, 
the demand curve is stated based on the logistic function given 
in (1), with an inflection point at the mean value of the hour 
price and the opportunity price, and a demand elasticity of -1. 
Third, the market clearing process is repeated with the elastic 
demand, and stand-alone demand and price are obtained. Next, 
the inter-change schedule that equalizes the prices is 
determined, and the annual maximum surplus increase is 
computed. At the end, the exchange is adjusted according to the 
path transfer capacity, and the actual surplus increase, the path 
EUF and EPTDF are computed. 

C. Model inputs 

An important assumption here is that each area has a 
uniform price, with no binding internal constraints that would 
result in different price zones within the area. This is not 
always a valid assumption for peak hours, but is easily 
remedied by increasing the number of areas defined in the 
model. The model inputs are taken from the WECC 2024 
common case [15]. Fig. 3 shows the forecasted hourly load 
duration curve for the WECC 2024 model. We aggregate the 
intermittent renewable electricity (wind, solar and run-of-river 
hydro) in each area, to find the must-run generation. These 
resources have zero-marginal cost. Table I shows the capacity 
and capacity factor of wind electricity in Area 1 (Canada) and 
Area 2 (United States), taken from [15]. 

 

Figure 3.  WECC load ducation curve. 

TABLE I.  WIND CHARACTERISTICS 

Type Area 1 Area 2 

Capacity [MW] 3234 25918 

Capacity factor [%] 33.26 28.53 

Correlation coefficient 0.27 

 

Supply curve constants for a typical curve are taken from 
[14] as 𝑐1 = 4 $/MWh, 𝑐2 = 2.6 and 𝑐3 = 11 $/MWh, and the 
market price cap is 1000 $/MWh. Regarding the demand curve, 
we assume that the responsive portion of demand will be 10% 
if the cleared price is the same as the average price. In 
extremes, the magnitude of responsive demand will be: twice 
as the average price case if the price is zero; and zero if the 
price is at its cap. 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In this section, the simulation results for year 2024 and 
2030 are provided. Demand response implementation 
moderates the price, as is clearly shown in Figs. 4 and 5. 

Figs. 6 and 7 show both unconstrained and constrained flow 
versus the difference between stand-alone prices under the 
inelastic and elastic loads. The positive direction of path flow is 
from Area 1 to Area 2. The price difference is the stand-alone 
price in Area 2 minus the stand-alone price in Area 1. The 
unconstrained-flow EPTDF is 80 MW/($/MWh), and 
constrained-flow is 40 MW/($/MWh) for the inelastic load. 
Similarly, the unconstrained-flow EPTDF is 151 
MW/($/MWh) and constrained-flow is 67 MW/($/MWh) for 
the elastic load. The price difference causes a relatively greater 
demand in the expensive side of the path, and a smaller 
demand in the cheap side of the path; therefore, increasing the 
path flow.  
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Figure 4.  Price duration curve (stand-alone) year 2024. 

 

Figure 5.  Price duration curve (with transfer constraint) year 2024. 

Fig. 8 illustrates the path utilization duration curves. As 
expected, the magnitude of flow under the elastic demand case 
is greater than with the inelastic demand. The flow is truncated 
according to the path transfer capacity expansions. 

 

Figure 6.  Flow sensitivity to the price difference (inelastic load) year 2024. 

 

Figure 7.  Flow sensitivity to the price difference (elastic load) year 2024. 

The maximum annual surplus increase under the inelastic 
and the elastic demands are $703 M and $635 M, respectively. 
The annual surplus increase for the existing path transfer 
capacity under the inelastic and the elastic demands are $298 M 
and $156 M. The surplus increase, EUF and EPTDF are 
summarized in table II. The path capacity expansion increases 
both EUF and EPTDF. A cost-benefit analysis would be 
required to determine the optimal transfer capacity of the path. 
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Figure 8.  Path utilization duration curve for year 2024. 

TABLE II.  RESULTS FOR YEAR 2024 

Scenario 

Inelastic Demand Elastic Demand 

Annual 

surplus 

increase 

[M$] 

EUF [%] 

EPTDF 

[MW/($/M

Wh)] 

Annual 

surplus 

increase 

[M$] 

EUF [%] 

EPTDF 

[MW/($/M

Wh)] 

Stand-alone 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Existing 

transfer 

capacity 

298 42 40 196 31 67 

1000 MW 

transfer 

expansion 

430 61 52 302 47 88 

2000 MW 

transfer 

expansion 

545 78 63 406 64 107 

Copper-sheet 703 100 88 635 100 151 

 

The same analysis is performed for the year 2030, assuming 
a case where wind capacity increases such that the annual 
generation from additional wind is equal to the demand growth 
(0.7% per year [11]). Figs. 9 and 10 show the price duration 
curves under inelastic and elastic demands. In comparison to 
the year 2024, the market clearing price is lower. The reason is 
wind, which is a zero-marginal cost resource, is a greater 
portion of the generation mixture, and influences the market 
price more significantly. This means that as wind penetration 
level increases, the producer surplus decreases, and maybe 
some supply units cannot recover their investment costs. 

Fig. 11 illustrates the path utilization duration curves. In 
comparison with year 2024, the magnitude of the optimal flow 
is greater, because the demand and the wind generation are 
greater, and a greater flow is required to balance market prices. 

 

Figure 9.  Price duration curve (stand-alone) year 2030. 

 

Figure 10.  Price duration curve (with transfer constraint) year 2030. 

Simulation results for 2030 are listed in table III. In 
comparison to 2024, the EUF is almost the same, but the 
EPTDF increases, because the flow is greater and the price 
difference is smaller in 2030 relatively. 
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Figure 11.  Path utilization duration curve for year 2030. 

TABLE III.  RESULTS FOR YEAR 2030 

Scenario 

Inelastic Demand Elastic Demand 

Annual 

surplus 

increase 

[M$] 

EUF [%] 

EPTDF 

[MW/($/M

Wh)] 

Annual 

surplus 

increase 

[M$] 

EUF [%] 

EPTDF 

[MW/($/M

Wh)] 

Stand-alone 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Existing 

transfer 

capacity 

232 42 54 160 32 84 

1000 MW 

transfer 

expansion 

333 60 69 243 48 109 

2000 MW 

transfer 

expansion 

419 76 83 323 64 132 

Copper-sheet 549 100 106 502 100 185 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

This paper assesses the impact of demand response 
integration and transmission capacity expansion on the 
electricity generation and inter-change scheduling. A surplus 
maximizing scheduling method is proposed and tested on a 
hypothetical system consisting of two consolidated areas that 
loosely represents the Western Interconnection. For given 2024 
forecast data with hourly resolution, the stand-alone, copper-
sheet (unconstrained-flow) and constrained-flow schedules are 
determined and compared. The additional annual surplus is 
$196 M under the elastic demand, for the existing path transfer 
capacity, which is only one-third of the maximum possible 
surplus increase.  The path economic utilization factor and the 
economic power transfer distribution factor shows the 
sensitivity of the flow to the price difference is found 
67 MW/($/MWh). The results for the year 2030, where 
additional wind electricity supplies the demand growth alone, 

show that a greater penetration of wind causes the path to be 
utilized relatively more. Future work is to develop a multi-area 
model for the WECC interconnection, and solve the constraint 
flow problem.  
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